
Maths at NIS

1) How do we ensure that the focus of Mathematics learning is on developing and 
reinforcing Mathematical Thinking rather than the acquisition of isolated skills as 
ends in themselves.

• Problem solving, problem solving, problem solving!
• Thoughtful teacher questioning (see Developing Mathematical Thinking with Effective 

Questioning from PBS Teacherline http://www.pbs.org/teachers/resourceroundups/ 
“Developing Mathematical Thinking”)

• Seeking alternative solutions and individual strategies
• Writing problems to demonstrate understanding of the concept
• Communicating ideas, strategies, solutions, conjectures and theories
• Emphasis on developing ‘number sense’-estimating, checking, place value
• Keeping a maths journal
• Applying maths to other curriculum areas
• Making and evaluating their own and each other’s ideas.
• Using models, facts, patterns, properties and relationships to explain their thinking.
• Justifying their answers and the processes by which they arrive at solutions.
• Play and exploration

2) How do we explicitly teach heuristic problem solving strategies?

Algorithms are methods designed for solving a certain type of question. They are 
developed for specific, clearly defined situations. Heuristics, on the other hand, are general 
suggestions that may be applicable to all types of questions. They contain a series of 
tasks, each containing a series of decisions, that are loosely combined to form a model 
which can assist in problem solving. It is essential that we provide our students with the 
tools for approaching heuristic problems through a range of problems such as those met in 
Heinemann Problem-solving Toolkit, Group Works or Maths Investigations. 
According to Hattie p 210 “ The teacher methods with the most positive effect on students’ 
performance was specialist training in heuristic methods” ( d =0.71).
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The following is one approach to solving problems, the elements of which need to be 
explicitly taught:

 From work of Krulik and Rudnick (1989) and Polya. G (1957)

3) How do we ensure that Mathematics teaching is in line with the philosophy and 
pedagogy of the PYP?

What the PYP believes about learning mathematics

In the PYP, mathematics is viewed primarily as a vehicle to support inquiry, providing a 
global language through which we make sense of the world around us. It is intended that 
students become competent users of the language of mathematics and can begin to use it 
as a way of thinking, as opposed to seeing mathematics as a series of facts and
equations to be memorised. The power of mathematics for describing and analysing the 
world around us is such that it has become a highly effective tool for solving problems.
It is also recognised that students can appreciate the intrinsic fascination of mathematics 
and explore the world through its unique perceptions. In the same way that students 
describe themselves as “authors” or “artists”, a school’s programme should also provide 
students with the opportunity to see themselves as “mathematicians”, where they enjoy 
and are enthusiastic about exploring and learning about mathematics.

Understand the Problem Plan the Solution Carry out Plan Examine the 
solution

Read the Problem Explore Select a Strategy 
(Heinemann 

Problem Solving 
Toolkit strategies)

Solve Look Back

Note key words Organise the 
information

Look for a pattern Carry out your 
strategy

Check your 
answer(s)
Does it make 
sense?

Restate the 
problem in own 
words

Draw picture of the 
problem

Work backwards Think of the big 
steps then do little 
steps

Reflect on solution

What is known? Draw diagram/ 
table

Guess, check and 
improve

Always think 
ahead

The process used 
is key, not the 
answer

What is unknown?  Try a simpler case

What do you want 
to know?

Produce a list or a 
table

Reason logically

Make a conjecture

Draw a picture (or 
make a model)
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Depending on the context, students are expected to explore significant issues by 
formulating their own questions or seeking the answers to prescribed ones. PYP students 
are expected to be able to:
• design their own inquiries
• assess the various means available to support their inquiries
• proceed with research, experimentation, observation and analysis that will help them in 

finding their own responses to the issues and in solving problems.

Inquiry often involves many of the following activities:
• speculating, exploring, questioning
• making connections between previous learning and current learning
• researching
• developing and testing theories
• collecting data, reporting findings and constructing explanations
• clarifying existing ideas and reappraising perceptions of events identifying assumptions
• taking and defending a position
• solving problems in a variety of ways
• analysing and evaluating
• considering alternative explanations.   

(Towards a continuum of International Education-IB)
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Students construct meaning 
from direct experience, 
including use of manipulatives, 
social interaction, real-life, 
authentic problems, 
connections with UoI, multiple 
representations of concepts, 
self-reflection, exploration, 
collaborative and cooperative 
learning.

Students connect mathematical 
notation with concrete objects  and 
mathematical processes. The teacher 
provides symbols. Students begin to 
describe their understanding using 
symbols.

Through authentic activities, students 
independently select and use appropriate 
symbolic notation to process and record their 
thinking.
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4) Use of core resources in Maths

• Investigations (TERC)
• Heinemann Maths Investigations, Problem-solving Toolkit, Group Works
• BEAM Brain Busters box
• Interactive resources
• MangaHigh.com, MyMaths.co.uk
• Heinemann Maths dictionaries

5) General Guidelines for Incorporating Chinese Culture into Mathematics Program  

This document (brought in to address the CIS Report recommendation that 'The teachers 
and administration continue to search for and integrate the local culture into the 
mathematics curriculum through a variety of methods.')

• Be aware that you could access Chinese mathematics through teaching 
assistant in your classroom. 

•  Use various teaching strategies and Chinese maths activities such as Chinese 
traditional games, stories, songs, poems and rhythms. 

• Introduce Chinese traditional ways of counting, data handling, measurement, 
making pattern and shapes, recording time, etc. into PYP Mathematics 
Program. 

• Be aware of the differences of measure units, measuring tools, counting 
systems, etc. between Chinese mathematics and Western mathematics. 

• Be aware of providing Chinese mathematics examples in the classroom and 
around school, including organising assemblies related to Chinese 
mathematics and displaying objects, posters, pictures, etc. This could include 
Chinese traditional measuring tools, numbers and place value in Chinese 
characters, famous mathematicians, typical Chinese architecture, etc. 

• Provide opportunities for visiting maths experts in the local community such as 
architects, mathematicians, teachers.

6) Planning expectations-within UOI or stand alone

Wherever possible, mathematics should be taught through the relevant, realistic context of 
the units of inquiry. The direct teaching of mathematics in a unit of inquiry may not always 
be feasible, but where appropriate, prior learning or follow-up activities may be useful to 
help students make connections between the different aspects of the curriculum.
Students also need opportunities to identify and reflect on “big ideas” within and between 
the different strands of mathematics, the programme of inquiry and other subject areas.
Links to the transdisciplinary themes should be explicitly made, regardless of whether the 
mathematics is being taught within the programme of inquiry. A developing understanding 
of these links will contribute to the students’ understanding of mathematics in the world 
and to their understanding of the transdisciplinary theme. The role of inquiry in 
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mathematics is important, regardless of whether it is being taught inside or outside the 
programme of inquiry. However, it should also be recognised that there are occasions 
when it is preferable for students to be given a series of strategies for learning 
mathematical skills in order to progress in their mathematical understanding, rather
than struggling to proceed.

• Maths should be incorporated into the UOI planner only if maths knowledge, concepts 
and skills truly support the understanding of the central idea or to develop understanding 
of the lines of inquiry.

• Otherwise, stand-alone planners should be completed for the various strands. It is 
anticipated that measurement, shape and data-handling may be incorporated into unit 
plans, while areas  of number and patterns will necessitate stand-alone planners.

• The central idea for the stand-alone planners may be taken from the conceptual ideas on 
the new IB Maths scope and sequence.
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Summary of learning and teaching expectations

1) Because the focus of Mathematics learning is on developing and reinforcing 
Mathematical Thinking rather than the acquisition of isolated skills as ends in 
themselves, Mathematics at NIS.........

... will ensure student learning includes students:

solving problems
seeking alternative solutions and individual strategies
writing problems to demonstrate understanding of the concept
communicating ideas, strategies, solutions, conjectures and theories
developing ‘number sense’-estimating, checking, place value, the meaning of a number, 

ways of representing numbers, relationships among numbers, the relative magnitude of 
numbers etc.
applying maths to other curriculum areas
making and evaluating their own and each other’s ideas.
playing and exploring
asking questions and inquiring
meeting concepts in a variety of real-life situations
have fun and are encouraged to be creative

It may further enrich student learning by:

thoughtful teacher questioning (see Developing Mathematical Thinking with Effective 
Questioning from PBS Teacherline or Mathematical Vocabulary book p 4-6 (on server 
PYP/teaching/ Mathematics)
students keeping a maths journal

It can make use of these core resources:

Investigations (TERC)
Heinemann Maths Investigations
Heinemann Problem-solving Toolkit
Heinemann Group Works
BEAM Brain Busters box
Interactive Resources for the Smartboard
Mangahigh
Heinemann Maths dictionaries

Other useful resources:

R.I.C books
www.mymaths.co.uk 
Scholastic 100 Maths Lessons
http://nrich.maths.org/public/
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www.beam.co.uk 

2) Because the explicit teaching of heuristic problem solving strategies is a key 
element of effective Mathematics teaching, Mathematics at NIS will.....

explicitly teach heuristic problem solving strategies, using the common language of the 
Heinemann Problem Solving Tool Kit.

provide opportunities to apply the knowledge of heuristics to a range of challenging 
mathematical problems.

allow students to reflect upon and refine the strategies they use.

It may further enrich student learning by:

having students keep a maths journal
encouraging students to apply heuristics to non-mathematical problem solving situations
displaying students’ problem solving work with explanations, as examples of 

approaches and high standards

It can make use of these core resources:

Heinemann Problem-solving Toolkit
BEAM Brain Busters Box
Heinemann Group Works
Heinemann Investigations

Other useful resources:

Problem Solving Grid (teachershare/ib/pyp/teaching/mathematics)
http://nrich.maths.org/public/

3) Because Mathematics teaching is in line with the philosophy and pedagogy of the 
PYP teaching, Mathematics at NIS....

...will ensure student learning: 

 is planned on a PYP planner either within the context of the Unit of Inquiry or as a 
Stand Alone unit in line with the planning expectations.

follows the process of constructing meaning, transferring meaning and applying with 
understanding

allows students to design their own inquiries
is in context and transdisciplinary where possible
builds on prior learning
includes speculating, exploring, questioning, researching and testing theories
involves collecting data, reporting findings and constructing explanations
has students solving problems in a variety of ways 
is assessed in a range of ways including self and peer assessment
is collaborative 
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It may further enrich student learning by: 

providing constructive feedback from peers and teachers
catering for different learning styles

It can make use of these core resources:

Making the PYP happen
NCETM website
IB website

4) Because Mathematics teaching actively looks to incorporate Chinese Culture into 
Mathematics Program, Mathematics at NIS....

....will: 

 Actively seeks ways to use Chinese culture in line with the ‘General Guidelines for 
Incorporating Chinese Culture into Mathematics Program’ (Teachershare/NIS Scope and 
Sequence/Mathematics/PYPScope and Sequence)
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